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NIGHTCAP™

INSTALLING NIGHT VISION MOUNT (3- OR 4-HOLE)

1. Peel back inside pad, uncovering interior center panel.

2. Hole locations for both 3- and 4-hole mounts are prepunched in the internal support material and can be located
using a flashlight. Alternatively, you may skip to Step 4 and
use a knife to manually locate the holes.

3. Move flashlight around to locate and mark each hole. 4-hole 4. Use a knife to create a small hole at each mark.
mount locations are circled in red.
Refer to opposite page for hole locations for a 3-hole mount.
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A

5. Turn NightCap™ over and finish making the holes on the
outside of the mounting area.

B

6. Push provided screws through holes from the inside so that
the threads point outwards. Use screw A (pictured) for either
3- or 4- hole mount if no shim is used. Use screw B for top two
holes of 4-hole mount with shim.

3-HOLE MOUNT PLACEMENT

7. Screw mount in place.
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If using a 3-hole night vision mount, refer to
the hole locations circled in red.
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NIGHTCAP™

BATTERY PACK INSTALLATION

1. Mount battery pack to rear Velcro® panel.

2. Route power cable through channel and connect to mount.

3. Excess cable can be folded and tucked back into channel.
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EXAMPLE OF COMPLETED INSTALLATION READY FOR DONNING
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NIGHTCAP™

DONNING AND ADJUSTING NIGHTCAP™

1. Install night vision device and loosen all adjustment
buckles. Holding rear adjustment straps, lean head forward,
pocket forehead against pad and place over head.

2. Hold in place at rear of NightCap™ and tighten rear
adjustment strap until snug.

3. Place and center chin cup on chin and secure buckle.

4. Pull front adjustment strap hardware down until snug.
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5. Pull rear adjustment strap hardware down until snug.

6. If bottom edge of NightCap™ headband is touching your
ears, adjust side-to-side top adjustment tabs.

7. Front-to-back adjustment strap can be tensioned to balance
the night vision device.

8. Use slack retainer to secure excess rear adjustment strap.
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